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What is a CBT cognitive distortion spreadsheet? CBT Video Practice Spreadsheet Core Beliefs Spreadsheet Challenges CBT Negative Thinking For Children: Thoughts, Emotions, and Spreadsheet Actions CBT Model: Psychological Activation Spreadsheets Trigger Behavior Restructuring Perceptions:
Thinking About Spreadsheet Testing Spreadsheets What is CBT Cognitive Distortion Spreadsheets? CBT Video Practice Spreadsheet Exercises Core Beliefs Spreadsheet Challenges CBT Negative Thinking for Children: Thoughts, Emotions, and Action Spreadsheet CBT Models: Spreadsheets Trigger
Behavior Spreadsheet Behaviors Of Spreadsheet Cognitive Behavior Models Psychologists have found that there is a close relationship between our activity and our mood. When we feel good, we spend time with people who have the company we enjoy, do activities that make us feel good, and take on
new missions and adventures that challenge us as individuals. All of these activities have a positive feedback effect: Doing the things we like gives us a sense of pleasure Challenges ourselves which means that we have the opportunity to grow and develop, and gives us a sense of mastery Having a
positive relationship with others makes us feel connected and valued The opposite is also true. People with depression tend to do less overall and so they have fewer opportunities to feel pleasure, mastery and connection – things we need to feel good [1, 2, 3]. It's easy to fall into a trap: What is behavior
activation? One way out of this trap is to wait until something outside improves our mood – if it does then we may feel like getting back to our old level of activity. This approach is passive though, and it can leave you feeling helpless. A big problem with the passive approach is that you have the ability to
wait for a long time – leaving yourself episodes of depression that can last for months at a time! A more proactive way to break the vicious cycle of depression is to increase our activity levels even if we don't feel like it to begin with. This approach is called Behavior Activation (BA) and it is a psychological
treatment for depression with one of the largest evidence base to prove its effectiveness [4, 5, 6]. Activating behavior for depression is making your life meaningful and enjoyable again, it involves the following steps: This guide will guide you through all the steps necessary to help you start activating
behavior. Activity monitoring: record what you do and how you feel The first step in behavior activation therapy is to monitor your activity and mood to understand more about how your depression works. This is called Activity Monitoring. You can use an activity tracker to record what you do waking hours
every day for a week. Make sure to record everything on the spreadsheet that triggers this behavior - even activities that don't seem to matter very much. We need to find out how your mood changes as you do activities, so assess your mood for each time slot on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 representing
very depressed feelings and 10 representing very good feelings. If you don't have an active monitoring spreadsheet a simpler approach is to make a note of what you do every hour of the day. You can do this on a bit of paper or a note-taking app on your phone. Review your activity monitoring: learn
about the link between your activity and mood Once you've been tracking your activity for a week, you can use your activity monitoring profile to find patterns between your activity and mood. Look at the table that triggers your finished behavior and ask yourself the following questions: What activities are
associated with your highest mood? What did you do when your mood was highest? What activities are involved in your lowest mood? What did you do when your mood was lowest? What do you notice about the relationship between your mood and how you've been functioning? Any days you don't leave
the house? What was your mood like in those days? What is your mood like on the days when you are most active? Now make a list of activities that have helped you feel good, and that makes you feel bad. You'll use this list in one of the following steps. Values: think about what matters to you deeply our
values reflect what we see as meaningful in life. They are what you care about, deep down, and what you consider important. Each person's values are different, and they can change over time. They reflect how we want to interact with the world, with those around us, and with us. Psychologists think that
a happy life is one where we are in touch with our values: where we are doing at least some of the things that we think are important. Values are different from goals. Put crudely, goals can be achieved while values are the same as the direction that we want to head in. For example, we may be valued as
a good parent that may require a lifetime's effort, and the specific goal that can be achieved is to get my child to school in a timely manner. Or we may have the goal of going for a run while putting value upon our physical health. The domain names below are highly appreciated by some people. There
may be values that you think are important, and others that don't matter too much to you. There is no 'right' answer. Read descriptions and thoughts about what makes a meaningful life that you might be worth. Description: Family values What kind of relationships do you want to have with your family?
What kind of brother/sister/mother/father/aunt/uncle/niece/nephew do you want to be? How do you want to be in those relationships? Marriage / couple / intimate What kind of husband / wife / partner do you want to become? What relationship do you want to be part of? Which partnership do you want to
build? What kind of person do you want to be in a relationship with? What kind of parent do you want to be? What qualities do want your children to see in you? What relationships do you want to build with them? What kind of friends do you want to be? Which friendships are important to cultivate? How
would you like to act on your friends? What kind of social life is important to you? What kind of job/job is valuable to you? What qualities do you want to bring as an employee? What business relationship do you want to build? What's important to you? Education/Personal Growth/Development How would
you like to grow as a person? What skills do you want to develop? What is important to you in terms of education and learning? What do you want to know more about? Entertainment / fun / entertainment How do you want to enjoy yourself? What relaxes you? When are you most playful? SpiritualIty
What kind of relationship do you want with God/nature/Earth? What environment/community do you want to be a part of? How would you like to contribute to your community? Which citizen do you want to become? What values do you have in health/wellness do you have in relation to your physical
health? How important to you is your health? How do you want to take care of yourself? Take the time to think about your values. What values are important to you? How successful are you to live your life in accordance with your values at the moment? Use the table below to guide your thought process.
Describe the value of your values How important is it to you? (Ratio 0-10) Success How successful have you lived your life in line with this value over the past month? (Ratio 0–10) Married Family/Couple/Intimate Parenting Friendship/Social Life Career/Employment Education/Personal
Growth/Development Entertainment/Fun/Spiritual Entertainment Citizens/Environment/Public Health/Physical Health Simple Trigger: Planning and Participating in Valuable Activity The next step of behavior activation is to get active. Now you know that it's important to increase your activity level even if
you don't feel like it to begin with. With behavior activation for depression, we can kick-start your activity by planning and sticking to the plan. Take a piece of paper and write down a selection of possible activities. Good places to get some trigger goals for your activity plan are: Get trigger goals from your
activity tracker: What's the best activity to improve your mood? Get trigger goals from your value review: Which values are most important to you? What activities can you do that fits your values? For example, if family is something you can probably plan to spend time with them doing something specific.
Make sure you Do the basics: Be sure to include goals like washing and brushing your teeth every day, doing laundry every week, cooking, shopping for food, and to some activities are social and mean that you will be in contact with others. Use the activity menu: Using a list of activities has helped others
choose some activities that you think might enhance your mood. Activity Menu Do some exercises Meet a friend to drink coffee Cook a meal for someone Cleaning the house Please take a shower Listen to music you like Do something nice for someone Once you have written down a selection of possible
activities, it's time to create an active hierarchy. This will help you choose the best activities to get started. To create your activity hierarchy write a list of activities and rank them the hard way you think they will be done (0 = not at all difficult, 10 = very difficult). Activity Prediction Difficulty (Rate 0-10) Going
to a one-off exercise class this week 7 Get out of bed by 8am per day 6 Go for a haircut 5 Repair kitchen shelves 4 Now is the time to arrange some activities for the next week. Start by selecting some activities with low difficulty ratings. Record activities you will do on a living monitoring record form. It's
important to be specific about: What is activity When you plan to do it where you will do it Those of you who can do activities with activity (What?) Details (When? Where? Who? Results &amp; Mood Ratio (Mood Ratio 0-10) Going to a Third Exercise Class 6:00 Complete (7) Get out of bed... ... by 8am
every day 5 out of 7 days Go for a Thursday lunch hour, the barber near the finished house (5) Repair the kitchen shelf Monday morning, at home completed (8) Once you have planned the operation for a week before the next step is to put the plan into action. Tips to get the most out of triggering behavior
Don't start too hard: Life is a marathon, not a sprint. New activity levels must be more than your 'depression' level but it must also be practically achieved. Break down activities into smaller steps: Let's say you've determined the value of being independent, but living with your parents and not being eligible
to drive. Some useful steps towards your value of living independently can make an online application for a driver's license, or do some budget to work out how long you may be able to move into your own place. Reward yourself: Make an effort to admit when you've accomplished something, and don't just
rush to the next goal. Some people find it useful to perform a 'check off' operation completed as an acknowledging that they did it. Can you think of a way to treat yourself if you complete half of your planned activities? What will the fair reward be if you complete all of them? Remind yourself why you're
doing this: Think like I'll do it when I feel better than cunning and can climb back. Remind yourself piercing that it is important to operate even if you do not feel like it and activate behavior is one of the most effective treatments for depression. [1] [1] Psychiatric association. (2013). Guidelines for the
diagnosis and statistics of psychiatric disorders (DSM-5®). American Psychiatric Pub. [2] Elfrey, M. K., &amp; Ziegelstein, R. C. (2009). The trap does not work. General Hospital Of Psychiatrists, 31(4), 303. [3] Roshanaei-Moghaddam, B., Katon, W. J., &amp; Russo, J. (2009). The longitudinal effects of
depression on physical activity. General Psychiatric Hospital, 31(4), 306-315. [4] Ekers, D., Webster, L., Van Straten, A., Cuijpers, P., Richards, D., &amp; Gilbody, S. (2014). Activation of behavior for depression; update effective angular analysis and subgroup analysis. PloS one, 9(6), e100100. [5]
Kanter, J. W., Manos, R. C., Bowe, W. M., Baruch, D. E., Busch, A. M., &amp; Rusch, L. C. (2010). What is behavior activation?: Evaluation of experimental documentation. Clinical psychology assessment, 30(6), 608-620. [6] Dimidjian, S., Barrera Jr., M., Martell, C., Munoz, R. F., &amp; Lewinsohn, P.
M. (2011). The origin and current condition of the treatment triggers behavior for depression. Annual review of Clinical Psychology, 7, 1-38. 1-38.
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